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DESIGN VERIFICATION FOR LARGE REPROCESSING PLAN1S

Proposed Procedures

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective and Scope

At present, only six reprocessing plants of medium to low capacity (the

largest capacity being 0.7 t/d) are under international safeguards in five

different countries following 1NFC1RC/153 or INFCIRC/66 (Rev. 2) agreements.

None of them is intended for commercial operations [1].

In the 1990s, four large commercial reprocessing plants will

progressively come into operation: the UP3 plant at Cap la Hague (COGtMA,

franee), with an annual capacity of 800 t (to be hot commissioned in 1989);

the THORP plant at Sellafield (BNFL, U.K), with an annual capacity of 1200 t

(early 1990s); the MAM plant at Wackersdorf (DWK, Federal Republic of

Germany), with an annual capacity of 500 t (1996); and the Japanese plant at

Rokkasho Village, Aomori Prefecture, Honshu (Japan Nuclear Fuel Service, Co.),

with an annual capacity of 800 t (1996). Japan also plans the construction of

a pilot facility to demonstrate reprocessing of fast breeder fuel, with a

capacity of 100 t, to be hot commissioned at the end of the century.

If an effective and efficient safeguards system is to be applied to these

large and complex plants, several important factors have to be considered.

One of these factors, addressed in the present report, concerns plant design

verification.
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When international safeguards were first applied to the six reprocessing

plants mentioned above, the plants had already been built. Site visits in

order to verify design information were performed on a case-by-case basis and

to the extent possible for each already existing plant. Ihese visits were

performed primarily to understand the safeguards features described by the

operators (in terms of HBAs, KMPs, etc.) and to finalize the Facility

Attachments. The safeguards approach subsequently adopted for these plants,

based primarily on conventional materials accountancy, relied on the principle

that all safeguards-relevant measurement data generated during routine

operation would be authenticated or verified [2].

I he situation is completely different for the large reprocessing plants

of Interest here. In this case, the Agency has to deal with a comparatively

large quantity of operator's data, which cannot al 1 be verified or

authenticated in the manner described above. In this context, design

verification plays an essential role [3].

Design verification provides assurance that the plant design incorporates
all safeguards measures foreseen in the safeguards approach, and that the
plant was built according to the established design without safeguards-
relevant modification during or after construction. As a consequence, the
real flow and inventory of nuclear material in the actual existing plant, can
be measured at the established measuring points, as foreseen in the design.
Design data are verified, during design and construction, in the same way as
measurement data are verified during operation.

Design verification, therefore, provides an overall assurance on plant

measurement data.

To this end design verification, although limited to the safeguards

aspects of the plant, must be a systematic activity, which starts during the

design phase, continues during the construction phase and is particularly

performed during the various steps of the plant's commissioning phase.
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This activity must be carefully prepared and planned well in advance of

the plant's construction. A recent paper L4J states: "It is not a simple

task, but it can be done provided the operator and the inspectorates work

together. The two most important requirements are the availability of

suitably qualified inspectorate staff to understand the engineering detail,

and the timing of verification to ensure that the operator cannot subsequently

make changes". As Is usual in safeguards matters, this Involves both

technical and political objectives, linked together. As an example, personnel

training is a technical problem which can in principle be solved within the

Agency, but requires the help of the operator and hence cooperation between

the two partners.

Design Information verification can be implemented according to the

provisions set forth either in INFC1RC/153 or INFCIRC/66. This paper has been

written taking 1NFC1RC/153 as a reference.

The detailed procedures for design information verification on commercial

reprocessing plants must be defined within the frame of the general provisions

set forth in 1NFC1RC/153 for any type of safeguards related activities

(Articles 4 and 5) and specifically for design verification (Art. 8 and

Arts. 42-48). These provisions are examined in detail in Section 1.2. of this

report.

On this basis, and on the assumption that the-State and the Agency (and

where appropriate, the Euratom Inspectorate) work together in a cooperative

atmosphere, recognizing the respective roles and constraints, it is possible

to work out a practicable design Information verification scheme.

The present report is Intended as a preliminary contribution on a purely

technical level, and focusses on the problems within the Agency.

Additional work 1s certainly required. It must be stressed in this

respect that detailed design information verification procedures for a

particular plant must be discussed in parallel with discussions leading to the

safeguards approach for that plant.



As a matter of fact, each of the four reprocessing plants mentioned above

has proposed a safeguards system which, beside fundamental common measures

(input and output flow measurements at KMP's, yearly physical inventory, etc.)

Implies different additional measures (near-real-time-accountancy, cumulated

flux assessment, etc.) The extent of design Information to be examined and

verified by the Agency depends on the combination of safeguards measures

chosen for each particular plant.

•For the purpose of the present study the most complex case was assumed:

i.e. a safeguards system based on conventional materials accountancy,

accompanied both by special input and output verification [5J and by some form

of near-real-time accountancy involving in-process inventory taking, based on

authenticated operator's measurement data. C/S measures are also foreseen,

where necessary to supplement the accountancy data.

Two large commercial reprocessing plants have been considered as

reference plants: the MAM plant at Wackersdorf (FRG) and the JNFS plant at

Rokkasho Village (.'apan). The design and construction time table for both

plants, given below, is based on the information so far available.

Only the mechanical and chemical process sections of these plants, from

the shearing machine to the Pu and U final products storage, will be

considered, excluding the storage section. Specific studies on safeguarding

spent fuel storage facilities are under way within the Agency, and their

results will also apply to the storage section of a reprocessing plant.

Moreover, it is felt that the design considerations addressed in this report

apply specifically to the process section of reprocessing plants, where

nuclear material is transformed into bulk form and stored in special equipment

and vessels located inside physical barriers normally inaccessible after hot

commissioning.
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1.2 Legal Background

Part I of INfCIRC/153 sets forth provisions concerning the implementation

of safeguards. These provisions, valid for any type of safeguards related

activity, and hence also for design information verification, can be

summarized for the purpose of this report as follows:

Safeguards must be Implemented in a manner designed to avoid undue

interference in the State's peaceful nuclear activities and in

particular in the operation of facilities and to be consistent with

prudent management practices required for economic and safe conduct

ot nuclear activities (art. 4).

The Agency shall take every precaution to protect commercial and

industrial secrets and other confidential information coming to its

knowledge in the Implementation of safeguards agreements (art. 5).

the Agency shall take full account of technological developments in

the fielcTof safeguards and shall make every effort to ensure

optimum cost-effectiveness (Art. 6).'

Part I of INFC1RC/153 further sets forth the right of the Agency to

receive design information, in Art. 8, which states that the "Agency shall be

provided, in accordance with the provisions set out in Part II below, with

information concerning nuclear material subject to safeguards under the

Agreement and the features of facilities relevant to safeguarding such

material". The same article limits design information to the minimum

necessary for safeguarding nuclear material subject to safeguards under the

agreement, and provides for the right of a State to permit examination of

design information only on the premises of the particular State.

Part II of INFCIRC/153 contains detailed provisions on this subject in a

specific section named "DESIGN INFORMATION" (Art 42 to 48).

Art. 42 provides that "the time limits for the provision of such

information in respect of new facilities shall be specified in the Subsidiary



Arrangements. It should be further stipulated that such information shall be

provided as early as possible before nuclear material is introduced into a new

facility.

Art. 43 specifier the design information to be made available to the

Agency for each facility, as follows:

The identification of the facility, stating Its general character,

purpose, nominal capacity and geographical location, and the name

and address to be used for routine business purposes.

A description of the general arrangements of the facility with

reference, to the extent possible, to the form, location and flow of

nuclear material and to the general layout of important items of

equipment which use, produce or process nuclear material.

A description of features of the facility relating to material

accountancy, containment and surveillance.

A description of the existing and proposed procedures at the

facility for nuclear material accountancy and control, with special

reference to material balance areas established by the operator,

measurements of flow and procedures for physical inventory taking.

Art. 44 specifies that the Agency should also be provided with

information concerning organizational responsibility for material accountancy

and control as well as health and safety procedures in respect of each

facility.

Art. 45 provides assurance that the Agency be provided with design

information concerning modifications relevant to safeguards purposes

sufficiently in advance for the safeguards procedures to be adjusted when

necessary.

Art. 46 defines.the purposes for which design Information may be used

(essentially only safeguards purposes) and makes the provision that the

results of the examination of the design Information are included in the

Subsidiary Arrangements.

Art. 48 gives the Agency the right to send inspectors to facilities in

cooperation with the State, in order to verify the design information received.
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The General Part of the "Subsidiary Arrangements'1 (see "Safeguards

Manual", part'SMR, Cap. SHO 4) further details the provisions set forth in

INFC1RC/I53. It specifies that the design information for new facilities has

to be sent to the Agency not later than 180 days before the facility is

scheduled to receive nuclear material for the first time. Along the same

lines, information on significant changes to data provided earlier (Art. 45)

should normally be sent not later than 60 day, before the modification is

scheduled to be completed.

In order to implement these provisions, the Agency has developed .a

"Design Information Questionnaire" (DIQ) for every type of nuclear facility.

The DIQ for reprocessing plants is divided into the following sections:

1. General information

2. Overall process parameters

3. . Nuclear material description and flow

4. Nuclear material handling

5. Plant maintenance

6. Protection and safety resources

7. Nuclear material accountancy and control.

These subdivisions generally follow the categories of design information

listed in Art. 43 and 44 of INfCIRC/153, specifying and adapting them to the

specific nature of a reprocessing plant.

As far as the European Community countries are concerned, two facts have
to be mentioned:

The Euratom Inspectorate is acting towards the Agency as a State

Accounting Authority. To this end, the European NNW States, the European

Community and the Agency have signed an agreement, in which all the

provisions of the INFCIRC/153 articles were repeated. One important,

consequence relevant here Is that the European Community Countries

transmit to the Agency the design Information of any nuclear

Installation, through the Euratom Inspectorate.

According to Arb. 78 of the Euratom Treaty, every European Community

country has to declare to the Euratom Inspectorate the fundamental

technical characteristics of every reprocessing plant in its territory.
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1.3 Background Material

As mentioned in Section 1.1, site visits for the purpose of verifying

design information were performed occasionally in the six reprocessing plants

under safeguards at present. Nevertheless, very little attention has been

given, so far, to the development of comprehensive verification procedures

starting from the design phase.

Plant design has indeed been considered in the past, but only in general

terms as an important element of the overall safeguards strategy proposed. It

is worth quoting in this respect the following paragraphs from the summary

conclusions [6] of the INFCE Working Group IV Final Report:

"Effective international safeguards are an essential feature of the
nuclear power industry, particularly in those sensitive areas of
reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication where plutonium exists in a
relatively pure form. The additional effort involved in safeguards
should be regarded as of similar importance to that for safety and
physical protection" (para. 48).

"A number of safeguards proposals concerning plant design were made in
the papers submitted to the Working Group and in the discussions that
followed. It is recognized that for future reprocessing and MOX fuel
fabrication plants it will be essential to take full account of criteria
for effective international safeguards from the inception of plant
design, together with the resultant cost. The design stage should
include an evaluation of the overall safeguards strategy proposed. This
evaluation would be based on safeguards authorities' and operators'
experience and on field tests, and should take into consideration the
cost and resource effectiveness of the total system" (para 51).

"It is recognized that the overall safeguards system comprises technical,
institutional and procedural elements which need to be integrated into a
coherent and effective system, lhis needs a continued close co-operation
between Safeguards Authorities, Member States and facility operators"
(para. 55).

More recently, (1963), the Agency publisher the report "Nuclear Facility

Design: Guidelines assisting the implementation of IAEA Safeguards" [7],

which contained suggestions concerning the design of different types of

nuclear facilities including reprocessing plants, as a result of a specific

Advisory Group Meeting. This report further develops the idea already

expressed In the INFCE Final Report quoted above, of a close cooperation

between the Agency, the State and the Operator, recommending an early

cooperative discussion on basic plant design features affecting safeguards

between the three parties. As an example, point 12 of the Introduction states:
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"Although under current safeguards agreements the parties are not obliged
to de so, there are real advantages in an early cooperation between the
State, the facility operator and the IAEA, in order to achieve a system
of safeguards which will meet, to the greatest extent possible, the
interests of all concerned. The safeguards approaches which are possible
are closely connected with the design of the particular facility. It
could be of benefit if the IAEA discussed with the State and the operator
at an early state in the design process, descriptions of various
safeguards approaches which can be considered, together with information
for the satisfactory implementation of such approaches. In this way, the
operators could select safeguards-related design features which are most
suitable for their particular facility. The State and the operator could
also consult the IAEA with a view to establishing some elements of the
Facility Attachment (including the way safeguards will be implemented) in
advance of start of construction. The same parties could also consult
the IAEA with a view to discussing the possibility of verification of the
design before commissioning".

The International Working Group on Reprocessing Plant Safeguards

(1WG-RPS). which was formed in 1978 as an international forum for continued

discussions on safeguards matters related to reprocessing, paid considerable

attention to design considerations in general and, for the first time,

particularly to the problem of design information verification. Its Final

Overview Report to the Director General of IAEA, published in 1981 [8],

states:

"Verification of Design Information is an important element in any
safeguards system .... For many features of a safeguards system,
verification of design information at the construction and commissioning
phase may provide the only opportunity to verify that instrument
tampering is not possible".

The purpose of DI verification is stated as follows:

"The purpose of the verification of Design Information is then to test,
as appropriate, those assumptions about the safeguards systems which
relate to the Design Information of the reprocessing plant. At the end
of the Design Information verification exercise the Agency should have a
high assurance that the safeguards-relevant features of the reprocessing
plant have been built in accordance with details supplied in the Design
Information and that the Design Information itself is complete.
Quantification of this assurance is thought to be difficult, if not
impossible".

The role of the Agency during design and construction is defined as

fol lows:
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"The basic requirement for the Agency to verify the design, and discuss
and come to an understanding on the safeguards approach with a State
before active operation, has long been recognized. In conformity with
the conclusions of INFCE., the Group worked on the basis that in future
the Agency will be consulted at relevant steps In the design process and
construction phase by the State to enable both parties to proceed in full
knowledge of the safeguards system. The role of the Agency would not be
one of an authorizing body but rather a consultant on safeguards-relevant
features. It Is envisaged that the Agency and the State should come to
an understanding, at an early stage, on a safeguards approach
satisfactory to both".

It is also recognized that:

"Implementation of procedures for the verification of design information
will require appropriate understanding and agreement between the Agency
and the State".

Ihese statements are all even more valid today and constitute the basis

for any design verification activities.

Among the detailed topical reports published by 1WG-RPS, one is of

specific interest for the present work: The Summary Report of Sub-group 2:

"Facility Design Considerations to facilitate IAEA Safeguards" [9], which Is

devoted specifically to the problem of 01 verification before and during the

construction, and which attempts to give some practical suggestions In this

respect. The content of this report will be ta it en Into proper account,

critically reviewed and expanded in the present report. In doing so, we will

take as guidelines the "recommendations", on design verification expressed by

this report (see ref. [9], part VIII: "Recommendations', para 18.2):

"Work should continue in defining the necessary and sufficient design
verification activities required for a reprocessing plant.

Detailed studies of. what these activities will involve in terms of effort
and how they will be achieved should be carried out. Ihe degree to which
currently provided Design Information provides the relevant data for
design verification should be assessed. Access to commercially sensitive
information should be considered.

Studies should be carried out to define the Inspection activities that
are both necessary and sufficient for confirmation at later stages of
commissioning and subsequent operation, of previously verified
safeguards-relevant design features".
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In two recent papers already quoted [3, 4J, presented at the IAEA

Safeguards Technology Symposium, Vienna, 1986, and at the ANS Conference on

"Facility Operations - Safeguards Interface", San Diego, 1987, the design

verification problem was treated from the operator (BNFL) viewpoint, in

connection with a presentation of the safeguards measures adopted for the

THORP plant. In the recent IAEA report STR-151/152 already quoted [2J, D.I.

verification is addressed within the frame of the general problem of the

Agency's verification activities.

Finally, a special reference has to be made to the 1986 SAGSI Advice on

Mixed Oxide Safeguards [10J. Indeed, the problems raised for consideration by

SAGSI, namely timing and the extent of the Design Information provided to the

Agency, although focussed on MOX fabrication facilities, could also be

relevant for reprocessing facilities: Indeed, Design Information is an

essential step in the overall design verification process. In fact, as the

SAGSI Report to the Director General says:

"many of the problems raised for consideration by SAGSI were in fact of
wider applicability. The advice offered by SAGSI was, therefore,
confined to MOX fabrication facilities although, if accepted, some parts
may have application for other types of facilities ... A number of
problems raised are, in the opinion of SAGSI, amenable to constructive
solution by intensified direct cooperative discussions between the Agency
and States, Inclusive of SSAC, plant designers and operators. Such
discussions would be consistent with the Intent of safeguards
Agreements. The results of such discussions would, of course, have to be
formalized to become firm commitments".
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2. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE FOR JNFS and MAW PLANTS

2.1 JNFS Plant

Very little technical information has been published on the Rokkasho

Village plant. The general outline of the plant was presented at the

Reprocessing Conference in Paris, in August 1987 [11].

The plant will be owned and operated by the Japan Nuclear Fuel

Service Co. Ltd. (JNFS), established in 198G by the Japanese electrical power

companies as shareholders, and a number of Japanese industrial and finance

companies. The plant will, as far as the main chemical processes are

concerned, incorporate much of the French technology demonstrated at the UP3

plant. To this end, a general agreement was signed with the French

engineering company "Société Générale pour les Techniques Nouvelles (SGN),

early in 1987. This includes a technology transfer agreement (process

technology from CLA, engineering technology from SGN, operating experience

from COGEMA), and service contracts with SGN, whereby Mitsubishi Industries

will, as Japanese general contractor, undertake the basic design. A detailed

engineering contract is also expected to be signed with SGN, two years later

than the basic design.

JNFS is also considering to utilize German and British technology in a

few selected sectors of the plant, and special agreements were signed for this

purpose with KEWA (an engineering subsidiary of the OWK) and BNFL.

Tokai-mura's plant experience and the results of an extensive domestic R & D

programme will also be used.

The basic design of the storage pool was completed at the end of 1985 by

Hitachi, Mitsubishi and Toshiba, and is being revised in connection with the

basic design finalization for the main plant (foreseen for the end of 1988).
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According to the best information available, the construction time

schedule is as follows:

Storage Pool

Basic Design (completed in November 1985)

Basic Design review in connection with the Main Plant Basic Design

and Licensing Procedure (1988).

Detailed Design: to be completed by end 1990.

Construction work: scheduled to begin in 1991

First shipment: to be received in early 1994.

Wain Plant, (including U and Pu conversion)

Basic Design (plant design phase I): to be completed end 1988.

Basic Design review. Licensing Procedure (1988)

Detailed Design (plant design phase II): to be completed end 1990.

Construction work of plant buildings: scheduled to begin in 1991.

Cold test: to be performed in 1996.

Hot commissioning: to begin in 1997. consistent with 3 years

cooling time for the first spent fuel stored in the pond.

2.2 OHK Plant

This plant, whose official name is now "WiederaufarbeitungsanJage

Wackersdorf", in short WAW, has been described on several occasions during the

last years, since the DWK decided in 1985 to build a 350 t/y reprocessing

plant at Wackersdorf, Bavaria. The latest overview information was presented

at the Agency's Symposium on the "Back End of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle", in Hay

1987 [12], where the final version of the modular design approach, called FEMO

technique, was briefly outlined. A DWK-proposed safeguards approach for the

WAW plant was already presented in 1983 [13].

DWK commissioned a group of companies, called EWW, under the leadership

of KWU plus NUKEM, Kraftanlagen Heidelberg, UHDE/LURGI and a civil

construction syndicate, with planning, construction and hot commissioning of

the Wackersdorf plant. In the autumn of 1985, within the frame of a general,

approved construction plan, DWK was granted a construction licence for site
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preparation, fuel element storage, an on-site test facility for "modules" and

a central workshop. Site preparation began immediately and was completed in

1986. The construction licence for the central processing building is

expected for 1988. Construction of authorized buildings is in progress as

scheduled.

According to the planning, construction start of the central processing

building 1s foreseen for 1989. The Installation of WAW is scheduled tc start

in 1990 and be completed in 1994; cold start-up tests scheduled for 1995; U

tests for 1996; and hot start-up for 1997.

Based on this original plan, the detailed final design of the process

equipment and the "modules" was to be frozen at the end of 1988. This is the

final date considered for incorporation into the WAW plant components the

results of the extensive development work carried out at the Lahde (Hannover)

test facility, where full scale tests of the entire FEMO system were

conducted, and at 1EK0 (Technikum fur Komponentenerprobung), where major

components such as shear and feed clarification centrifuges were tested, as

well as at several Institutes at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, and

elsewhere.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the FEMO cell "modules" will be

assembled in the workshop and tested on site in a module test facility before

being installed in the corresponding cell. This will offer a unique

opportunity for "in-field" design verification (see Chapter 5).
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3. INFORMAL GENERAL INFORMATION ON PLANT FEATURES AND SAFEGUARDS MEASURES

Well in advance of the formal submission of Design Information (which

will be considered in the following Chapter), the Agency should be provided

with an informal general document, giving a first overview on the plant

features and the associated safeguards measures.

Such a document should contain:

capacity, design fuel data and final products specifications;

concise description of mechanical and process steps;

overall plant layout; concise description of basic plant features:

containment, maintenance concept, cells arrangement, sampling system,

process control system, etc.;

general schematic flow chart showing all process components and tanks

with associated sampling points (IAEA TRS n.213 on TASTEX provides a

good example of such a flowchart);

concise description of the safeguards system proposed by the Operator,

and its practical implementation (MBAs, KMPs, in-process inventory

taking possibility, expected total inventory, C/S measures, etc.)

The information contained 1n this document will be used by the

Agency for the following purposes:

understand plant features;

design and implement the specific safeguards approach to be adopted

for each particular plant;

identify and carry out the necessary R & D work.

This document must be carefully studied, understood and "digested" by

the Agency. To this end, Informal technical discussions should be foreseen

between the Agency and the Operator.
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All this should take place well in advance of any formal design

information submission. Therefore, such a document should be prepared and

submitted to the Agency by the Operator as soon as the Operator has defined

his general ideas about the plant, even if subsequent changes can be

anticipated. It does not matter if changes, even important ones, in the plant

layout occur later. What is important is to consider at an early stage the

general characteristics of the plant. This "general Information document"

must be Informal because INFCIRC/153 has not provision in this respect. It

could, therefore, be prepared and sent to the Agency through suitable channels

(e.g. the relevant State Support Programme), solely on a voluntary basis. An

informal agreement formulated to that effect between the Agency and the

relevant State could be reached without any major difficulties.
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4. DESIGN INFORMATION TO BE MADE AVAILABLE. 10 THE AGENCY.

4.1 General Principles

4.1.1 The Informal "general Information" submission has only a

preparatory, although very important purpose, as explained in Chapter 3. The

real design verification procedure starts with the examination of the design

information made available to the Agency on a formal basis by the

State/Operator.

This chapter tries to define:

a detailed list of information items;

how and when this information should be made available to the Agency;

how the Agency will utilize the various information Items.

4.1.2 Design information obviously concerns only plant systems and

features relevant to international safeguards, according to the principles and

the legal requirement described in Chapter 1.

4.1.3 The design information is essentially finalized with the design

verification activity the Agency will perform, for the purposes explained in

para. 1.1, both "on paper" and on certain pieces and sections of the actual

plant "as built". From this point of view, in principle two types of design

Information items exist: those used as a mere "information" for understanding

the plant features and those to be "verified", i.e. checked In the actual

plant "as built".

Actually, the border between the two categories may not be clearly

defined, but It is important to bear this distinction in mind.

4.1.4 Commercially sensitive information, which may be present in the

design information made available to the Agency, must be adequately protected.
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Normally, design information 1s made available to the Agency by actually

transmitting design documents (drawinys, sketches, descriptions, etc.),

following a procedure agreed upon earlier. Several protective measures can be

taken in this respect.

First of all, the Agency will consider as "safeguards confidential" any

item of information received, once the formal design information process has

started, unless specifically instructed not to do so by the operator.

Secondly, the operator can delete items of commercially sensitive

information from the design information documents made available to the

Agency, unless these items are safeguards relevant. In this case, the

original document can be kept permanently by the operator and made available

to the Agency, for examination by inspectors, at a predetermined location

chosen by the operator (the operator's headquarters or elsewhere).

4.1.5 The entire plant design process is long, extensive and

complex. It starts with the definition of the fundamental technical and

safety requirements and design assumptions, and ends with a voluminous set of

detailed engineering documents (drawings, specifications, descriptions, etc.).

In order to arrive at this final point, an enormous number of

intermediate technical documents have to be prepared, circulated, discussed,

modified and finally agreed by essentially three parties:

The Operator, who is usually also the owner of the future plant and,

as such, is responsible for carrying out the licensing procedure

with the Licensing Authority.

The Designer, frequently a consortium of major engineering

companies, led by one of them, who is responsible for arriving at a

sound engineering solution and assisting the Operator during the

licensing procedure

The Licensing Authority, who has to examine the plant design and

issue several approval statements, step by step, according to a

procedure which differs from country to country .



A fourth party involved, as far as the approval of safeguards measures

at national level is concerned, is the State Safeguards Authority. For the

European Community Countries, this function is fulfilled by the Euratom

Inspectorate.

The paramount factor governing the entire design process is the

licensing procedure. Within the licensing procedure a turning point is

normally the examination and approval of the basic plant design. The operator

has to present the Licensing Authority with a comprehensive basic design

document (descriptions, drawings, sketches, diagrams, tables, etc.). Such a

document, which can have different names ("Scope Report", "Preliminary

Design", "Title I Design"), describes all plant features as detailed as

required for performing the so-called "preliminary safety analysis": that

means a description of the technical anà safety criteria adopted for any

system at the plant and the ways by which these criteria are met. As a result

of the examination of this document and the discussions between the Licensing

Authority and the Operator, these basic design will be definitely frozen. Not

until then can detailed engineering design work start. Therefore, the basic

design approval is a milestone of the Whole plant design process.

4.1.6 The design information documents officially available to the

Agency can be divided into two "packages':

basic design information;

detailed design information.

Each of the two packages must be made available at the appropriate time,

following an appropriate agreed procedure, taking into account, among other

considerations, an adequate protection of commercially sensitive information

(see para. 4.1.4). The exact identification of each design information

document received or examined in other ways (see para. 4.1.4), must be

assured, in view of retrievability, concerning possible subsequent

modifications or for other reasons.

4.1.7 The design information documents, being the "basic design

Information package", should be made available when the basic design is

completed, i.e. when the basic design document (see para. 4.1.5) is presented

to the Licensing Authority.
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For this purpose, special design documents will have to be prepared,

exclusively for Agency use. The Agency will have the opportunity to examine

the safeguards relevant basic design information made available, at the same

time when the Licensing Authority is carrying out its own procedure for plant

basic design examination and approval. This procedure can be very long (one

year and more). The parallel and independent: examination carried out by the

Agency could result, at least in principle, in some suggestions to the

operator, prior to approval of the overall basic design by the Lic.nsing

Authority.

On the other hand, on completion of the licensing procedure the Agency

must be duly informed about any changes introduced in the basic design

document made available earlier.

4.1.8. The relatively few design documents which constitute the

"detailed design information package" could be made available as soon as each

of them is formally issued in Its final version.

4.1.9. Ihe range of design information subjects described in paras. 4.2

and 4.3 could be considered too extensive. It was actually defined in view of

the design verification activities proposed in Chapter i. Should some of

these verification activities be considered unnecessary (see particularly

para, b.3), the extent of the design information could be reduced

correspondingly. Therefore, the design information lists given in paras. 4.2

and 4.3 below, are only preliminary reference lists of what is considered

reasonable and technically feasible, drawn up as a first contribution which

requires additional consideration. Whatever the extent of the design

information will be, one principle remains: if the design verification

philosophy is adopted for future reprocessing plants, design information can

no longer consist of a mere detailed description of the accountability and C/S

measures adopted for the plant, supplemented by a few random drawings and

sketches necessary for understanding the safeguards features of the plant

itself. Rather, the design information should imply a coherent and qualified.
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albeit limited (or very limited) set of design documents (both of basic and

detailed design), to be made available to the Agency at a predetermined time

of the design process.

4.1.10 The existing "D.I.Q. for reprocessing plants" reflects the

current practice concerning design information. Annex 1 examines the existing

D.I.Q. in detail and tries to outline a scheme for a new D.I.Q., reflecting

the design verification philosophy.

4.1.11. lhe study of the informal "general information" and the

examination of the formal "design Information" results in an additional

important consequence: the preparation of qualified staff members, who will

progressively get involved and become familiar with the particular plant.

This 1s t.sential in view of the subsequent "in-field" verification activity

(see Chapter 5), which can be performed only on the basis of a thorough

understanding of the design Information received.

Careful planning and implementation is, therefore, of essential

importance.

4.2 Basic Design Information

Ihe list of subjects given below includes all subjects considered

necessary for a full understanding of all safeguards relevant plant systems,

equipment and apparatus (see para. 4.1.9).

The only "design verification" activity possible at this stage by

examining the basic design information, can be expressed as follows: verify

that the safeguards system described was actually Included in the relevant

plant design documents. As an example, when an in-process inventory 1s

foreseen, all tanks supposed to contain Pu at a significant level must be

provided with level, density and temperature measurement provisions for

calibration and Independent verification, a suitable homogenisation system,

etc. One particular point to be verified at this stage 1s the provisions

taken to allow the inspectors to perform the verification activities foreseen.
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Site description.

Description of the site where the plant complex is located, supplemented

by a map showing the site layout.

Plant description.

Concise description of the different buildings, including auxiliary

buildings, which constitute the plant complex.

Description of the spent fuel storage area, main process building, U and

Pu process building, analytical services building, final products

storage building, waste treatment and waste storage area. (Ihe

"safeguards termination" problem is relevant to this latter point.)

Cross sections, longitudinal sections and plans for the main process

building (including fuel reception and transfer), Pu and U process

buildings, analytical services building and final products storage

buildings.

Description of the containment, maintenance and remote control

principles adopted for the plant. Description of the process cells

arrangement for the main process buildings and the U and Pu process

buildings. The description must be accompanied by a simplified

three-dimensional sketch as well as plan and cross-section drawings

showing the location of each component for the cells involved in the

following functions:

shearing and dissolution

feed clarification

input accountability

Pu nitrate final evaporator

Pu nitrate storage

Pu output accountability.

Description of the arrangements foreseen for the components which

require maintenance or substitution (valves, pumps), supplemented by

sketches visualizing the solution adopted, in principle, without

technical details.
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Plant capacity, design fuel data, final products specifications.

Process description.

Narrative description of all mechanical and chemical, as well as final

products and wastes handling process steps, excluding details related to

the "know-how" specifically used for performing the operations quoted

(e.g. continuous dissolution or electrolytical Pu reduction).

Chemical process flowsheet, giving flow rates, acidity, density, U and

Pu concentrations and p, y activities, at Pu measuring points. No

other data, likely to show the process chemistry "know-how", are

required.

Process and Instrumentation Diagram (PID). From the standard P10, which

is a basic design document, only the sections concerning dissolution,

feed clarification, input tank, all tanks in the Pu lines, Pu output

tank and Pu product storage tank, are required.

A special "Data Sheet" for the components relevant to safeguards
(dissolvers, feed clarification devices, final Pu evaporator), excluding
any details concerning material, mechanical and chemical design aspects,
and indicating only the external geometrical form and dimensions, as
well as inlet and outlet connections.

"Data sheet" for the input accountability tank, the Pu output

accountability tank and all tanks in the Pu line, including all

available design information.

Description of such parts of the process control system which are

necessary for understanding the entire measuring process from

measurement points to data acquisition and processing features.

Data sheet for each process measurement instrument concerning output/

input tanks and all tanks in the Pu-line and the associated measurement

generation and transmission loop.
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Description of safeguards-relevant on-line analytical and/or monitoring

devices.

• Description of the sampling (and sample transfer system, if appropriate)

including all design information documents available.

• Analytical measurements and equipment foreseen.

• A final important subject, which is obvious and well established in the

present practice, is the description of the safeguards systems adopted

in the plant by the operator, in order to control nuclear materials.

4.3 Detailed design information

4.3.1 According to the general principles set forth above (see

para. 4.1), and taking into account the verification steps to be performed

during plant construction and commissioning, detailed design documents should

be made available to the Agency on the following subjects:

• Transfer system from storage to shearing cell

• Connection between the shearing machine-and the dissoiver system

Dissolver system

Special drawings showing the overall external view of every

dissolver and showing in detail all incoming and outgoing piping and

its functions, but excluding any internals, material and mechanical

features.

Orawings of the piping network installed inside the cell (or the

"module"*), where a dissolver is installed.

Feed clarification system (centrifuge or any other solid-liquid

separation unit)
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Special drawings showing the overall external view of the feed

clarification device and giving in detail all incoming and outgoing

piping and its functions, but excluding any internals, material and

mechanical features.

Drawings of the piping network installed inside the cell (or the

module*), where the device is Installed.

Final Pu product evaporator system

Special drawings showing the overall external view of the evaporator

and in detail all incoming and outgoing piping and its function, but

excluding any internals, material and mechanical features.

Drawings of the piping network installed Inside the cell (or the

module*), where the evaporator is installed.

Input tank

Drawings of:

the tank itself: all Incoming and outgoing piping (process,

Instrument and sampling Unes, air 11ft and steam jet lines,

decontamination and homogenization system lines, special Unes for

calibration and recalibration after hot commissioning, and for

independent volume verification, lines for in-line detectors for

nuclear material), must be shown together with the exact dimensions

and location of the piping installed inside the tank;

any piping network installed inside the cell (or the "module") where

the tank is installed;

instrumentation: location and characteristics of each component of

the instrumental measurement loop must be clearly indicated,

together with pneumatic lines, electrical and electronic wirings and

wall penetration references. For each signal, the interface with

data acquisition and processing system must be identifiable.

* "Module" refers to the WAW design feature called FEHO, where the
components are mounted in separate, replaceable "modules" inside a large
hot cell.
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Note: Operational procedures for homogenization, sampling, volume or

weight determination and transfers are necessary and essential

complements of the drawings. These procedures, normally defined

during the commissioning stage, have to be submitted to the Agency

on completion.

• Pu product output tank and Pu product storage tank

See input tank.

AI I tanks in the Pu line

See input tank.

• Sampling system (and sample transfer system, if appropriate)

Drawings for all sampling systems used for material accountancy, showing

the piping network, installed devices and instrumentation.

• Data acquisition and processing system

This subject is one of paramount importance. It is only referenced here
and should be analysed in depth by a specialist, lhe Agency should be
provided with the reference software used, and should be aware of the
associated tamper protecting (or tamper indicating) system.

• Containers of any type used to handle radioactive material (wastes and

final products) throughout the plant

4.3.2. Examination of the detailed design documents mentioned above

fulfills the following requirement:

to verify that the previously defined basic design features have

been implemented and how they are incorporated 1n the detailed

design documents, which will be used as a source of reference for

the actual mechanical workshop drawings and the assonometric piping

installation sketches, as well as for the installation of the

instrumental measuring systems.
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Several points have to be considered In this respect.

A first clarification 1s required regarding the components listed above,

which generally incorporate a maximum of commercially sensitive information.

Drawings on dissolver, feed clarification device and final Pu evaporator

have to be examined for the sole purpose of checking Inlet and outlet piping,

disregarding mechanical and chemical engineering details.

As far as the piping Is concerned, the essential verification steps are

performed "in-f1eld" during construction and commissioning (see Chapter 5).

Thus, the main reason for examining the detailed drawings for the piping

network is to prepare the Agency staff Involved for carrying out the

subsequent "In-field" verification. Therefore, detailed design drawings for

piping was requested only for systems relevant to safeguards, where such

"in-field" verification is foreseen for all process lines (dissolver,

centrifuge, input and output tank, final product evaporator) (see Chapter 5).

An early examination of the detailed design drawings of all tanks

containing a significant quantity of Pu (particularly Input and output tanks)

Is of essential Importance. In this case, if volume determination by dip

tubes is foreseen, the geometry of the tank, its Internal piping, type and

location of sensors, have a direct influence on the volume measurement

accuracy. In addition, provisions for adequate tank calibration and

recalibration after hot commissioning (and also for independent volume

verification and reverification by tracer dilution) are to be foreseen and

installed.

Well known technical literature and practical experience are available on

this problem, and theoretical and experimental work is still 1r progress.

However, this shall not be reported here. It is only relevant to note that

the tank design has to be carefully studied and evaluated against a defined

set of design and operational standards (the latter made possible through

proper design provisions).
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As far as Instrumentation in input and output tanks and in the Pu-tank

(see list, para. 4.3.1) is concerned, design verification for each parameter

measured starts from the relevant sensor: It must be verified that the

Instrument sensor is actually measuring what the operator states it should

measure and that the quality of the sensor Is adequate, lo this end, the

exact location of the sensor with reference to the flow sheet and the absence

of bypass possibilities 1s to be checked. In addition, the measuring system

must be checked up to the point where electronic or electrical signals are

produced, and the adequacy of the different parts and components assessed.

From this point onward, the problem Is how to protect these signals from

tampering during transmission to the data acquisition and processing system.

The existence and design characteristics of tamper protection (or a

tamper-indicating system) must be verified. The data acquisition and

processing software must be thoroughly studied and understood. Finally, the

existence and foreseen mode of operation of a workstation assigned to

Inspectorate staff has to be verified.

As far as sample transfer and sampling systems are concerned, the design

verification must provide assurance that the process streams can be sampled as

foreseen. The Detailed Engineering Drawings must be examined, as in the case

of piping, in order to prepare the really important subsequent step, that is

"in-field" verification.

As regards KHPs, design verification must provide assurance that they

were included in the detailed design in the exact position they should be;

in-line instruments foreseen in some KHPs must be properly verified as to the

piping involved, the characteristics of the measuring system and the accuracy

expected.

The same applies to the C/S system. It must be included showing the

exact location foreseen; Its characteristics and the absence of built-in

bypassing possibilities must be assessed.
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S. DESIGN VERIFICATION DURING PLANT CONSTRUCTION AND COMMISSIONING

5.T. General Principles

Strictly speaking, this is the only real "design verification" activity,

as it is the only one carried out at the actual plant. All previous "design
verification" activities on design documents as described in Chapter 4 are, in

a sense, preliminary "paper work": real design verification "field" work

takes place during the construction and commissioning phase.

At both, the construction and the commissioning phase, the "design

verification" activity is performed in a relatively simple technical way:

visual observation and checking by designated Agency inspectors, prepared for

this task during visits specially paid to the plant when actually built or

being built, in order to verify the conformity with the previously established

design (or to verify, understand and explain possible differences).

lhe construction and commissioning period indeed offers the only

opportunity to directly observe most plant features. Later the process cells,

where the plant components are installed (or the "modules" are located, as in

the FEMO concept), will be virtually inaccessible for the remaining plant

life. Indeed, in the actual design of a reprocessing plant, components likely

to be "maintained" are installed in such a way that they can be "extracted"

for repair or exchange without entering the cell.

As stated In Chapter 1, design verification 1s to provide assurance that

the actual existing plant was built in line with to the detailed Design

Information examined and that this Design Information 1s complete: that is to

say, that all nuclear material measurements can be performed, with the

required accuracy and without tampering, as foreseen in the safeguards

approach; that no measuring or monitoring point can be bypassed. For this
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purpose, all provisions verified on the "detailed design documents" (see para.

4.3.2) have to be confirmed (or otherwise explained) and established on the

actual constructed plant.

As the IWG-RPS Overview Report to the Director General, referenced above

[8], says: "The natural conclusion of the design verification activity during

construction and commissioning 1s the calibration of nuclear material

accountancy equipment and the testing and calibration of surveillance

equipment as required. At that point the Agency should be in a position to

draw conclusions with respect to implementing the proposed safeguards system

and the adequacy of the expected performance of this system. Certain design

features would, thereafter, need periodic reverification for these conclusions

to remain valid".

On completion of the "design verification" on the detailed design

documents, the Agency will have:

a) compiled a qualified set of "detailed design documents" at Agency's

headquarters (or examined part of it at the operator's premises: sec

Chapter 4), for all plant sections relevant to safeguards;

b) prepared a team of qualified staff, who were involved in the plant

design process since the basic design examination and hence have

examined and understood the "detailed design documents" mentioned

above.

This Agency's inspector's team will, therefore, carry out "visual"

verification activities, using these documents as reference. This chapter

tries to define this "visual" design verification activity.

For this purpose, it is necessary to refer to the main characteristic

stages of a reprocessing plant construction and commissioning process. These

phases are summarized in Annex II.
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5.2 Verification Procedures during Construction

Only a very limited number of visits on site by designated Agency

inspectors for the purpose of verifying during design Information, is foreseen

during the construction phase. They must be limited to those which can only

be performed during this period. Therefore, they essentially concern the

civil engineering structure. They should be performed at a predetermined date

when the relevant part of the plant to be examined 1s ready. The site visits

should be carried out by a joint team formed of Agency staff and Operator's

representatives. The following sections are foreseen for these visits:

the main floor slabs of the process building, corresponding to the

dissolver and feed clarification cells, solvent extraction cells,

input and output systems, Pu storage:

"built-in" shielding for "hot" pipework connection:

Owing to the small number of required site visits no timing problem

should occur.

5.3 Verification Procedures during Commissioning

The most extensive and most important part of visual examination

activities will be carried out when the construction is completed.

In this case, a different method than the one adopted for the

construction examination is used. The designated Agency team will "witness",

during site visits made for that purpose, those checks which are safeguards

relevant from the large number of checks the Operator has to perform in any

case for operational reasons. It 1s neither considered appropriate, nor

productive for the Agency team to examine a complex system like a reprocessing

plant by themselves. Performing the examination together with the Operator's

staff will undoubtedly produce a "synergistic" effect. Apart from that, the

Agency can only deal with the Operator (via the Safeguards Office) and not

with the Main Contractor or subcontractors. Consequently, these site visits

will be performed according to the Operator's time schedule and, therefore,

have to be planned in a careful and exact way.
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As the Agency team will follow the Operator's time schedule, the

examinations and checks considered to be "safeguards relevant" and thus

witnessed by the Agency, were listed below in accordance with the main stages

of the plant construction and commissioning scheme (see Annex II). Therefore,

reference 1s mcde to this Annex, in order to better understand the

verification procedures described. As in the case of design information (see

para. 4.1.9), some of the examinations and checks proposed here could be

considered unnecessary. Therefore, the below verification list is only a

preliminary reference proposal of what is thought to be reasonable and

technically feasible, drawn up as a first contribution which requires

additional consideration.

5.3.1 Verification during "functional tests"

• Components

As mentioned above, they normally include a great deal of commercially

valuable "know how", which has to be protected. Therefore, the only

examinations and checks required for installed safeguards relevant

components (dissolver(s), feed clarification devices, Pu final

evaporator), concern the Incoming and outcoming piping connections.

This can be properly done from outside, without inspecting the Inside.

Mechanical, hydraulic and process checks of these components are, of

course, excluded.

• Tanks

Input accountability tank. Pu product output accountability, all tanks

In the Pu-line. will be identified and checked individually, not only

the outcoming and Incoming piping, b.ut also all other details. The

Agency team will observe the entire sequence of mechanical and hydraulic

tests and the results will be evaluated jointly with the Operator.

• Sampling and samples transfer system

The entire samples transfer system and each sampling point concerning a

tank, where a safeguards relevant quantity of Pu Is expected, will be

fully checked as to the detailed piping network, Instruments, loops and
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hydraulic tests. The Agency team will observe the entire sequence of

mechanical and hydraulic tests performed, and the results will be

evaluated jointly with the Operator.

Process and analytical In-line measurement devices.

Every part and item of each measurement loop connected with input tank,

Pu product output tank, and all tanks in the Pu-line, will be identified

and checked as to location characteristics from an electropneumatic and

an electronic point of view as well as its proper mounting.

Pipework check

This li a controversial point. In principle, it is technically and

practically feasible for the Agency team to witness the entire pipework

check line by line.(which the Operator will, of course, perform for

every cell). for all cells (or "modules") where the following systems

are located: dissolver, feed clarification, input accountability tank,

final Pu evaporator, Pu product output accountability tank, Pu nitrate

storage. Detailed design documents were defined accordingly (see

para. 4.3).

As a first rough estimate, it can be assumed that several thousand lines

have to be identified and checked, when considering only the systems

quoted above. Regarding the FEHO concept, DWK estimates that of

approximately 90 process modules to be installed in the FEHO cells of

the WAW plant, a maximum of 50 are safeguards relevant.

In addition to these examinations and checks, which are performed by

witnessing those carried out by the Operator, "ad hoc" examinations and checks

should be performed by the Agency team (always in cooperation with the

Operator's staff) in order to:

check the integrity of any bulge or cubicle;

verify the possibility of Installing design surveillance equipment

(which 1s usually installed "after" the "functional tests").



By careful planning and adequate manpower availability, all the

examinations and checks listed above can be witnessed by the Agency, without

considerable additional burden to the Operator, within the year foreseen for

the "functional tests".

5.3.2 Verification during "cold" commissioning

Ihe verification procedure to be followed is exactly the same as

suggested for the "functional tests", namely that the Agency team witnesses

the Operator's tests and compares the results with the Design Information.

The verification activities to be performed during this phase can be

summarized as follows:

Follow up and check the procedures and results of calibration and

sampling of the input and output tanks and all tanks where Pu is to

be measured. Confirm that the Operator has established well

defined, written procedures for tank calibration and sampling and

maintains a continuously updated copy.

Follow up and check the procedures and results for testing and

calibrating the measurement instruments, the transfer systems

(including dilution and "dead volumes" involved) and the auxiliary

services provided for every tank.

Follow up and check the sampling procedures and the calibration of

measuring and monitoring instruments foreseen for each KHP.

Follow up and check the tests concerning transfer equipment and

procedures for waste and nuclear material.

Follow up and check the sample transfer equipment and procedures for

the laboratories.

Verify the calibration of NDA instruments to Agency standard.

Verify the proper location, installation and calibration of

surveillance equipment and systems, and check the false alarm rate.
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As can be seen during this phase, the "verification" activities have

shifted from "design verification" to "data authentication". This fact will

be even more evident during the "U-tests". These tests, where actual

measurements on U solutions can be performed, have the general purpose of

validating the results obtained In the "cold" test, without uranium.

At least two additional important verification tasks have to be carried

out during the "U-tests".

Firstly, the verification of the software associated with the automatic

data acquisition and processing, with which the Agency inspectors have to

become familiar. They have to be provided with a "master copy" of the

established software and with a workstation where data can be retrieved and

checked.

Secondly, the experimental testing and validating of process models used

to assess the quantity of nuclear material present in process equipment

(solvent extraction contactors, evaporators), at predetermined process

conditions.

On completion of the inspection activities during "cold commissioning"

and "U tests", and prior to the "hot" commissioning test, the Agency must have

the assurance that the containment is as foreseen in the design, that the

surveillance system is operating as foreseen, that the measuring and/or

monitoring systems are capable of measuring and/or monitoring all flows of

nuclear material in the plant at their proper location, with the required

accuracy and without any falsification. In one word, that the foreseen

safeguards system installed in the plant is fully operational.

This is necessary because during the "hot" commissioning phase, the

safeguards system must be already in full operation due to the presence of

fissile material at that stage.

Therefore, "hot" commissioning provides only one additional, though

final touch to the "verification" activity.
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5.4 Required Manpower

The most Important design verification activities will be performed

during the "functional tests" (see para. 5.3.1), which will last approximately

one year (see Annex II). The longest and most time-consuming activities that

the operator has to perform during "functional tests" 1s the detailed pipework

checking. Host probably, 1n order to respect the time schedule, this checking

will be carried out by two day shifts (16 working hours per day), under very

strict and careful planning.

If the Agency wants to witness the pipework checking, 1n the safeguards

relevant plant sections, as Indicated 1n para. 5.3.1, without disturbing the

operator's time schedule, an adequate number of qualified Agency "Inspectors"

must be available (see para. 5.1). Assuming a team 1s formed of two Agency

agents, an absolute minimum of six people 1s required (four for the two day

shifts and two as a back-up and proper work documentation during normal

working hours).

If detailed pipework checking 1s not considered by the Agency, then the
verification activities foreseen during "functional tests" and "cold
commissioning" (see para 5.3.1 and 5.3.2) could be performed by a team
composed of only two people, working 1n normal day working hours.

A completely different approach 1s, in principle, conceivable: the

Agency could ask an external qualified engineering company to carry out, on

its behalf, under a proper contract the established design verification

activity programme for a particular reprocessing facility. This company

should be chosen Inside a NNW, NPT member country, having no Interest in

commercial reprocessing and an official non-reprocessing policy.

TA1O
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6. REVERIFICATION

Closing the cells before the "reference test" will mark the final step

of the verification activity, as far as the pipework is concerned. Prior to

dosing, the Agency team will be present when detailed photographs are taken

Inside the cell (see Annex II). The Operator will keep a photographic file

for each cell, which is extremely useful should a "hot" intervention occur

inside this cell. Changing even one line after "hot" commissioning though

feasible, involves such complex safety and technical problems that it is not

considered possible in covert conditions. This, however, does not apply to

the measuring system: the measuring circuit outside the concrete wall and the

software and hardware for the data acquisition and processing system should,

as a consequence, be protected and periodically verified. Further efforts by

a specialist are required to establish how this could be done.

At any rate, a real and complete "design verification" strategy must

include that:

the Operator informs the Agency of any changes in the plant system

which are defined as "safeguards relevant";

the Agency can "reverify" upon receiving notice from the Operator on

any changes, on "design information".

The whole subject of reverification has to be considered in more detail,

when the Agency's views on design verification for commercial reprocessing

plants are defined.
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ANNEX I

D.I.Q. for Reprocessing Plants

Part I. Critical review of the existing D.I.O.

Section 1, "General Information" (points 1-12) asks for the name of the

facility, the location and postal address, the owner and the operator legally

responsible; the purpose of the facility and its status, construction time

schedule and normal operation mode foreseen. The only drawings or maps

required as attachments are "Site layout" and "Facility layout".

The Overall Process Parameters" section (points 13-17) asks for the

"Facility Description" (point 13) (indicating all process modification stages,

storage areas and feed, product and waste points as pertaining to the

measurement control and accountancy at nuclear material), the "Process

Description" (point 14) (also Indicating the modification of physical and

chemical forms), the design capacity and the anticipated annual throughput.

In this section, only "General Flow Diagram(s)" as attachment to point 13 are

requested.

lhe "Nuclear Material Description and Flow" section (points 18-25)

considers main material and waste material descriptions and, at point 22, the

"Schematic Flow-sheet for Nuclear Material". This section requests only

"Diagram(s)", without further specification, as attachments to the above

mentioned point 22 and to point 20 "Waste Treatment System".

The "Nuclear Material Accountancy and Control" section, (points 33-36),

asks for a detailed description of the accountancy system (procedure, forms,

operational records, sampling points, mode of tank calibration, physical

Inventory, analytical measurements, limits of errors etc.,).

As far as "design information" is concerned, this section only requests

the following:
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List of major items of equipment regarded as "nuclear material

containers", as attachment to point 33 "System Description".

At point 35, where detailed information concerning each flow and

Inventory measurement and each sampling point is requested, no

design Information to identify these points Is foreseen. Reference

is fnade to points 13, 22 and 23 only (see above).

The "Nuclear Material Handling" section (points 25-29) considers receipts

and shipments of nuclear material and waste, and their transfers within the

plant. "Drawing(s)" and "Diagram(s)11 are requested as attachments to

point 26, "Containers, Packaging and Storage Area Descriptions" and point 28,

"Transportation Rules Followed by Nuclear Material".

The "Plant Maintenance" section (point 30) requests a description of

plans and procedures for decontamination and cleanout of equipment containing

nuclear material, without any reference to drawing(s).

The "Protection and Safety Measures" (points 31-32) asks for a

description of bask measures and for specific rules on inspector compliance.

There 1s a final section "Optional Information" (point 37) open to
supplementary information the Operator considers relevant to safeguarding the
facility.

Part II Proposal for a new version of D.l.Q.

1. According to the design verification philosophy, the D.l.Q. should be

substantially modified as to quantity and quality of the design

information requested.

2. The fundamental proposal is to substantially expand the Information

provided 1n points 13 "Facility Description" and 14 "Process Description".

Each of those two points should, in fact, be considered In a separate

"Section".
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The "Overall Process Parameters" section should then be eliminated. The

type and amount of Information requested can be derived directly from the

items listed in paras. 4.2 (Basic Design Information) and 4.3 (Detailed

Design Information), of the report.

The objective is the early and timely availability of the documents
agreed upon.

"Nuclear Material Description and Flow" should remain, as It considers

material description specific to safeguards purposes.

The only change proposed could be to cancel point 20, "Waste Treatment

System", provided that this point is dealt with in the "Facility

Description" and "Process Description" sections.

Ihe "Nuclear Material Handling" section seems adequate, provided the

information on the handling containers for the various types of nuclear

material and waste made available to the Agency, is as detailed as

required. The exact list of drawings to be attached can be derived from

the detailed design 11st (see Chapter 4.3).

5. No comments on the "Protection and Safety Measures" section.

6. "Plant Maintenance". This is a section which has to be redrafted. The

information requested under this se.tion is important, but should be

requested under specific headings. Procedures for plant start-up and

shut-down are special cases in the normal process operation, although not

frequently used, and must be treated under these headings. Procedures

for transferring nuclear material from one vessel to another, and

subsequent filling and emptying it in cascade till the final product

concentrator 1n order to perform the physical Inventory, are very well

established and must be treated in the section "Nuclear Material

Accountancy and Control", where points 33, 35 and 36 deal with "Physical

Inventory".
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Emergency procedures for transferring nuclear material from a particular

equipment in order to wash it (until the concentration of nuclear material in

the wash liquid has reached a predetermined level), and then decontaminate it

(until contamination and radiation exposure is reduced to a predetermined

level), are special ones and must be treated separately. In addition, these

procedures differ according to whether the equipment is supposed to last for

the entire life of the plant (i.e. vessels) and, hence, a maintenance

intervention is a very special (albeit foreseen) procedure, or the equipment

must or could be replaced regularly and design provisions allow to do this

without interrupting normal plant operation.

In rewriting this section, emergency procedures specially conceived for

maintenance purposes have to be described and put into the broad

perspective of the general maintenance philosophy chosen for the plant.

The design features implementing this philosophy have to be described.

7. "In-process Inventory Taking". This item has to be treated specifically

(in connection with point 25, "Inventory" in the Section "Nuclear

Material Description and Flow", and p. ints 33 and 35 in the Section

"Nuclear Material Accountancy and Control"), taking into account the

advanced means used today for calculating the amount of nuclear material

in process equipment, given standard process conditions. Calculations

and process modelling used have to be provided.

In the same way, estimates of the nuclear material retained in the

"dead-volumes" of vessels and piping (at least as far as the final

product section is concerned) have to be provided in both cases. A

comparison between the calculated and/or estimated values and the real

values found in cold tests is to be provided (see Chapter 5).

8. There are no major comments from a design verification viewpoint

regarding the section "Nuclear Material Accountancy and Control",

provided all the information asked for 1n "Facility Description" and

"Process Description" has been made available to the Agency, with

particular reference to all vessels where nuclear material has to be

determined, the sampling points and the physical inventory procedures.
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ANNEX II

REPROCESSING PLANT CONSTRUCTION AND COHHISSIONING

SUMMARY OF THE HA1N CHARACTERISTIC STAGES

T. Construction

The detailed engineering design phase will be completed progressively for

the different plant systems, normally starting with civil engineering.

A few special, detailed design documents have to be submitted beforehand

to the licensing authority for approval. One typical example is the civil

engineering design which has to fulfil strict requirements concerning

earthquakes, airplane crashes, etc.

Civil engineering obviously comes first in the construction planning,

followed by mechanical, electrical, and Instrumental Installations, HVAC, and

auxiliary services mounting.

The entire construction process is very complex and requires careful and

detai !«?d planning.

For the purpose of the present work the following construction time

schedule can be assumed:

site preparation:

foundation laying:

cells block erection:

installation of equipment:

1 year

1 year

2 - 3 years

3 - 4 years

Overlapping of the different steps quoted above will, of course, occur to

a certain degree. Licensing procedures in some countries (I.e. FRG) require a

formal permit passed on from one step to the next.
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The important point to note here is, that the Licensing Authority carries

out inspections and checks several sub-steps, defined well in advance, during

the whole construction process. A suitable "checking plan", accepted

officially by the constructor, is to be established. Examples are: civil

engineering structures, fabrication of nuclear-safe components, etc.

These "milestones" 1n the safety inspection programme have to be

incorporated into the detailed construction plans and become an integral part

of it.

A few general remarks on the mechanical installation are necessary.

Components and tanks will be fabricated in workshops, by qualified

subcontractors. Very specialized workshop drawings are prepared by the

subcontractor himself, based on the relevant "detailed design documents"

(drawings, materials, specifications, welding procedures), provided by the

Operator and/or the Main Contractor. In the same way, the subcontractor

charged with the piping installation will prepare a precise three-dimensional

view sketches for each identified part of the line to be installed. Each part

of the line will be prepared at the workshop (according to the relevant

sketch, using the prescribed material and established procedure), and then

transferred to the plant to be installed (i.e. welded) in the proper

position. In case of the "FEMO" concept applied to the German plant, each

"module" will be completely mounted in the workshop and then transferred to a

large FEMO cell, where it is connected to the others.

It is useful to note that, at this stage of the process, the inlet and

outlet of major components will not be welded to the upstream and downstream

piping, in order to permit the subsequent "functional tests" (see para. 5.3)

and "cold commissioning" tests (see para. 5.4.).

2. Functional Tests

After construction, and prior to any commissioning activities, the

"functional tests" have to be performed by the Operator, in cooperation with

the Main Constructor. The plant is not transferred officially to the Operator

until these tests have been performed successfully.
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These "functional tests" are assumed to last 1 year. For the purpose of

the present report they are listed as follows:

Piping and liquid transfer systems (air lifts, stream jets, ).

First of all, every "Une" (corresponding to a specified piece of

piping) and every transfer system Inside the cells has to be

Identified on the actual piping, as well as their correct

installation from a process point of view (slopes, low points,

etc.). Every "line" will be labelled according to an identification

code. Then, each transfer system has to be put into operation and

tested with water, so that each transfer circuit 1s checked from a

purely hydraulic point of view.

Equipment

Every component, which was checked at the workshop from a purely

mechanical point of view, has now to be checked Individually, one

after the other, from a mechanical and hydraulic point of view.

Sampling Systems:

All sampling circuits will be put into operation and checked (see

piping).

Tanks

Every tank has to be Identified, inspected, cleaned and checked from
a hydraulic point of view, together with the auxiliary services.

Instrumentation

Every Instrument and instrument loop will be identified and checked

with regard to instrument location, characteristics and proper

functioning, from a signal transmission point of view.
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Wastes and nuclear material transfer systems

Equipment and transfer ceils will be tested.

It 1s Important to note that as a result of the "functional tests"

some plant modifications, especially regarding piping and

instrumentation Installation (slopes, relative heights, + and -

pneumatic connections, etc.), will be performed. These

modifications are necessary to correct errors that occur either in

the construction or the design phase. Modifications on equipment or

tanks are, as a rule, rather unlikely due to the extensive R & 0 and

demonstration work performed prior to the final design.

3. Plant Commissioning Tests

After completion of the "functional tests" and the required adjustments

to the installed plant, the plant 1s handed over to the Operator. At this

stage, the Operator has already set up a preliminary complete file of drawings

representing the installation as actually built. This file is essentially

compiled of the earlier design documents (both "basic" and "detailed"

design), and amended, corrected and updated according to the result of the

"functional tests". The file is only preliminary, because on completion of

the commissioning tests, further modifications are certainly necessary. It

is, however, of uppermost importance that the operator starts compiling such a

file as soon as the installation is taken over and assures continuous updating.

Now, the commissioning tests can begin. Three commissioning phases are

identified:

"cold" commissioning

"natural uranium" tests

"hot commissioning".

Each phase will be analysed briefly below.
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3.1 "Cold" commissioning

This phase is assumed to last 1 year.

During this period, the following activities are carried out by the

Operator:

tanks calibration and test of all associated auxiliary services

(i.e., homogenization procedures), experimental determination of

"dead" volumes, etc.;

preliminary instruments calibration, using water or synthetic

solutions of known density;

calibration of liquid transfer systems (also using water or

syntk 1c solutions of the required density), and checking of the

transfer operations (associated dilutions, dead volumes, etc.)

checking the proper operation of all components, by simulating the

actual "unit operation" for each of them, without using U solutions,

testing aJJ. process transfers (normal, recycling, emergency

evacuation of a tank, etc.); testing the washing and

decontamination procedures foreseen;

testing wastes and nuclear material transfer equipment and systems;

testing and calibration of the sampling system and definition of the

conditions necessary for representative sample taking from each

sampling point.

A detailed record of all tests carried out will Le kept. Further
updating of the "as-bu1It" drawing file will also be carried out.

Finally, and most Important, a preliminary version of the "Operation

Manual" will be prepared. One important section will be the detailed

procedures for tank calibration and sampling.

3.2. "Uranium tests"

These tests are an Important "turning point" 1n the plant commissioning

and of essential importance insofar as they are the actual forerunners of

"hot" plant commissioning. First of all, the results obtained and the
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procedures developed during the "cold" commissioning phase have to be

confirmed and defined precisely. This is particularly important regarding

instrument calibration, liquid transfer devices and procedures, sampling

procedures, washing and decontamination procedures, and dead volumes

determination. Thus "uranium tests" cannot be started until reasonable and

confirmed confidence 1s obtained regarding the results of "cold"

commissioning. Moreover, actual "unit operation" can be tested for each

component. In general, each section of the plant will first be tested

individually and in sequence, starting from the dissolution of dummy fuel

elements, fabricated from natural or depleted uranium.

Uranium is introduced 1n the plant. This is also an important "turning

point", as it entails health and safety regulations to be applied to the

plant. Even if not absolutely required, they will be applied as preparatory

"educational" measures. This, in turn, requires that the organizational

structure of the plant's operational staff be established and the exact

structure of responsibility defined.

At this point, the software for process data acquisition and processing

has to be fully assessed and tested.

On completion of the individual "unit operation" tests, each tested

component will be connected permanently (welded) to the upstream and

downstream piping. At this point each cell is thoroughly cleaned, and a

carefully predetermined set of photographs of piping and components made of

each cell. The cells are then finally closed.

Normally, the so-called "reference test" will be performed next. It is a

continuous test of plant operation conditions for a predetermined period of

time, using dummy fuel instead of irradiated fuel.

Final updating of minor modifications 1n the "as-built" drawings file

will usually be carried out at this stage.
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3.3. "Hot commissioning"

This is the essential "turning point" of the entire commissioning phase,

which cannot take place until formal permission 1s given by the Licensing

Authority.

A full Plant Operation Management System (including a nuclear material

control system) obviously must be entirely operational at this stage. During

this phase, the plant production design capacity will be approached very

slowly, as all chemical and safety systems have to be properly verified in

actual working condition. Thus, from an operational point of view, "hot"

commissioning Is a very important step, where a lot of data have to be

collected, evaluated and taken into account for suitable feedback. This is

also true for safeguards measures which can be fully demonstrated only with

proper nuclear material. Indeed, the importance of the "hot" commissioning

phase lies far more on the "operational" than on the "design" side. At this

stage, no modifications on the "as-built" drawings file should normally be

necessary.
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